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,lt. tell Us4he great many things, that were, notneed.at ,time when they were

writtea, but. there were to be needed at a. later time. Go knew the end from

..the begi in'id he caused that His word should , the sfki* bôokil of.

h i1ehüId beio prepared that would meed the needs e thals people

would have through the succeeding ages. Wè can 3thc get.afl the truths we

d need in this areat areas from the Bible, . but there may be many- auestib'ns to

which we would like to find an answer,. which iv'e do nptfiñdin the-Bible..

In such cases, people are all too readyto realize to draw inferences that are

without. * . that are insufficiently grounded .It is sad to contemplate the

fact that a.great deal of unnecessary thoIogical. di iris thidèhTfihting

flIe7-e- and strifes have come. because people, read into the Bible on

these religious matters that are there . ..............

When it comes to. such a fiIas physics, chemistry, biology and
that' .

so on we do not expect xidc the Bible. give us nearly as much information

as in religious fields, because these are quite ) remote from His ma in purpose
since

of the book. Yet,. -we believe that the Bible is inerrant, we are sure that

whatever can be ligitimately deduced from its statements in these lines would

be accurate and true.
the

The field of cosmology is perhaps , to some extent, about half or a third of/

way from such-fields as. physics and biology to the religious area. There are

certain matters which.we can reasonably, expect the Bible to... unless we can

reasonably expect the Bible to give us the information. There are many Imtters

in this field on which we cannot expect the Bible to give us information.,

The Bible is not written for that purpose.
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